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FIRST AMENDMENT SPEECH AND .Iptt:z.."S

ERRED 'POSITION POSTD-LATEE

It has generally been held that freedom of eell azz:-.3.-_-ess are not

absolute rights and, despite the: efforts of Zust_ca :sat .7=---____Dougla.s, that

the language of the first amendment was neveT intent be ztrictly con-

strued.1 Indeed, in the landmark prior restraint 7-1,ar v. Minnesota,

the Supreme Court's first peat anti-censorship case, Clie2":1-14ice___Hughes;

writing for the majority, held that first amendin...91-7, iipeer4i and press guaran-

tees were Amited by the co-existing rights of othe.sz. (ass in the matter of

libel) and by the demands of public decency andl-nalittya,

A more crucial test of 'the first amendment c-fo:1, itIO'Rver, within the first

decade following ratification of the BiLl of Rights . 791. Passage of the

i Alien and Sedition Acts, which punished the public-, of falSe, scandalous,

and.m.1-1 cious wrlt4.zgs against the government, az1:1 grk it: popular indigna-
i tion ;during its brief two-year life span. - Presidmt :--.Tetxscon,

office in 1801, pardoned all persons -sail imprisor. _zider its provisions.3

One of Alexander Hamilton's r.trescient arguni ainst a Bill of-Rights

guarantee for "the liberty of the press" was the...:-.-pr: Aicality of any attempt

to make such "fine -distinctions" since .freedom depends on "public .

opinion" and "the general spirit of the people ar,aitTre:government.!4 Nearly

A)

upon assuming

two centuries afterratification of the- first amE-G, the crucial question

may still be: Would thFe be a populaz outcry from the public today if freedom
,

of speech and press were to be seriously- threatened? despite criticism by

the press concerning recent setbacks in the courts in.--,Tegard to press freedom,

1
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-tkt:4K .111, strong:.indications. that many .Americans may favor tougher rather. than

.f.-....7.:clontrois on the .Tess.

The findings of a_GaLlup toll, w1-.Lch were reported recently at a meeting of

17" representatives attending the-ft-sr,. of planned First Amendment

.:-..r..esses, indicate that of the 1,52z pc Tled in 'a national survey. those

faz-v5174-ng stricter contrtas or retenri of -tt..\* pi'lsent level of controls upon

outnumber thorn who think -car,.-rols -too strict by two to one. Fur-

.bler ev:Lden.ce that Americans may be takirg th sic freedoms, as well as

:-....-=riCrrT of the press, too much for grmated s=-\--i_in the finding by Gallup that

-Lee of every four persons polled 1,gere-mf.:=11-7-q-r. with the speech and press

77:1TTiSi011.9of the first _amendment. 5

These startling findings come at a me many responsible journalists feel

the press's freedom under the first amendment to report 'information and dis-

issues of general and public conch--1 is being seriously 'eroded by a hostile

"i.uperial judiciary."6 Jack C. Landau, executive director of the Reporters
I

Committee for Freedom of the Press; a=mmenting upon numerous joint press-bar ef-

-'n-rts during the 1970's to foster a -.:tter understanding by both press and bar

about press law problems, recently lamented:

And what has been the rest..:701 all this reasonableness and modera-
tion and discussion. They [the arts] have jailed our reporters. They
have held. our editors in contempt. They have fined our publishers. They
have allowed our confidential i=stigative records to be seized en masse.
They have permitted police .in o=IneWsrooms. They have allowed the secret
seizure of our telephone calls. rfneSr have forced us to disclose our/in-
ternal newsroom discussibns and prfvate thoughts. They have destroyed our
journalist shield laws and our Iraa law protections. And at the same
time, I-they have been trying to pro 'it information about themselves from
`being made freely available to the

In the face of such. seemingly hostile calvt acti1/4)lis, ,Landau Said: "The press

has no choice--as unComfortable as this=ay be for many of usbut to fight back

with every tool at our disposal."7 G recommendations to the First Amend-

ment Congress, meeting just a few days -before Landau spoke though -less iMpassioned,

I.
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were maaht:the same: JourntLasts Shouldembarh_caa_program desizned "to raise

`the legal. of consciousness cf the American pdT-711--7garding.thet27basic free-

-doms.4

lbw =an journalists., faced by judges who .s kmore and morairequentlyto

ignore me "fine distinctions" safeguarding ft= amendment freedoms and a pub-

lic 1,eataa little understarding.or interest _la: such distinct-7ns, mount an

effect-I:le iasznsign, toward public enlightenment' aline aspect of an educa-

tional 7..-irtN7zzza, without doubt, is a- rethinking and reexamination__ of first amend-

.ment thecrry. If the speech and press clauses are not to be reef_ literally,

"Congress ,',11P11 make no law . . . abridging the freedam of speech or .of the

preSs," 11,that is the journalist's best means of safeguarding. freedom of ex-

pression? TT, is clear that the balancing-of-interests approach taken by the

Burger C :t has allowed speech and press freedoms.to be severely eroded during

the 1970 iknbarking into the 1980's how can the "firstness" of the first

amendmera to borrow the phrase of one legal commentator19 be most effectively

and per=s-siVely articulated?

This paper will argue that there is a "preference for freedom"10 which is

profoundly rooted in United States history. Such a preferred position postulate,

though grounded in the eighteenth centuryl was first articulated as a constitu-

tional theory by, the Supreme Court during the 1940's and early 1950's, and since

that time its premises and assumptions have been espoused at one time or another

by the overwhelming Majority of the justices to serve on the Court.11 And how a

jurist regards speech

ndnant of how heavily
,

.

merit interests in the
, .

weighting is not that

ernmant restraint; it

and:press freedoms, it has been argued, maybe a deter-

.

the "judicial thumb"\Tis weighted_ on the side of first amend-
.

\
balancihg-,of-interests,process.12 The purpose of such

the press, as an institution, should beftee:from all -

is rather that weighting affords protection for essential
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societal values of interest to all Maintenance of a. system of freedom of ex-

pression, one prominent legal schol=_contends, is necessary for four basic

reasons: (1) as a method of assuri.- icridividual self-fulfillment, (2) as a

means of attaining the truth, (3) aa:_amethod of securing participation by mem-

bers of the society in social,_incg political, _:decision. arid (4) as

a means of maintaining the balance 1.--s-ween stability-ana change in the society.13

The general concepilthat theS27.zitutional press, as an element of that

system of freedom of expression, sarv7is in the,public(inteiest may be a matter

of debate, but the contention thate press should serve, the public interest'is

accepted by-nearly everyone as a truism. Freedom of the press, according to

William Hocking, a member of the l'UtChinS Commission onFreedom of the Press, .

11 as always been a matter of public as well as individual importance."14 While

pholdin&the "public's right to know" has been widely argued as. an essential

role -of-the pressIR such a utilitarian approach161mayTose a definitional dilpmmin

if the public interest and the interests of the communicator are considered one

and the same.17And inherent im..EROutilitarian theory, as one Supreme Court

justice has noted, is the reservation that "[t]here must be.spme.point at which,

the goVernment can step.in.. "18 It .is this point at which the government, can

"step in" that the Supreme Court must ultimately determine.

Because of the complexity of the balancing-of-interests approach and the

importance of safeguarding the various social values at stake in the speech and

press guarantees, any simplistic interpretation or theory regarding first amend-

ment,rights is unlikely to serve a useful purpose. The preferred position doc-

trine. however, is far from a simplistic approadh. Indeed; if the absolutist-

literalist interpretation espoused by Justices Black and Douglas is no longer a

viable argument for journalists, and if the balancing-of-interests approach as
(

used by the Burger Court is playing havoc with first amendment freedoms,".as many

el
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:ournalists have indicated, then the.preferred position doctrine appears to of-

:tEr a viable middle-ground position and a needed corrective agent to the ad hoc

.t.t2aneing approach being pursued by.the Court. The preferred doctrine's rich

-itts,torical context, its various legal premises, and the implications involved

i±Ltheir application to recent Supreme Court opinions dealing with freedom of

expression will be examined below.

I. DIVERGENTITIEWS OF THE FIRST AMENDMENT

,Interpretation andtheorizing about the speech and press clauses of the first

amendment have been both divergent and confusing.19 Legal scholars, as well as

members of theSupremeCaurt, make frequenta.eference to the historical meaning

of the language of the two clauses,' each drawing interpretations compatible with

the writer's legal philosophy. Alexander Meiklejohn, philosopher-educator and

eminent first amendment scholar, takes an absolutist view. He notes:

bgjo one who reads with care the text of the First Amendment can fail to be

startled by its absoluteness. The phrase, "Congress shall make no law . . .

abridging freedom of speech," is unqualified. It admits of no exceptions.

To say that no laws of a given type shall be made means that no laws of that

type shall, under any circumstances, be made. That prohibition holds good,

irCIAnur as in peace, in danger as in security.20-,

Meiklejohri,'however, distinguiShes between public expression concerned with mat-

tens of general public interest, for which abSolute protection-is essential, and

private speech, whictris more subject to regulation.21

Other legal scholars, howeverf\interpret the first amendment as-affording

sufficient latitude for a careful balancing of speech and press rights-with-other :-

governmental interests. Zechariah Chafee, Jr., fOrmer Harvard Law School dean.and

an influential exponent of the balancing -of - interests approach, has argued that

the framers had "no very clear idea as to what/they meant by 'the freedom of speech

or of the presg'" clauses.22. A balancing-of-interests
aoroaCh, for Chafee, does

not necessarily rule but_plaqing freedom of expression in a_preferredposition.
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Be notes. that:

The true meaning of freedom of speech seems to be this. 'One of the

Most important purposes of society and government is the discovery and

spread of truth on sdbjedts of general concern. This is possible only

through absolutely unlimited discussion. . . Nevertheless, there are

other purposes of governMentl'such as order, the training of the young,

protection against external aggression. Unlimited discussion sometimes

interferes with these purposes, which must. then be balanced against free-

dom of speech,--but freedom ofIspeedh ought)to weigh very heavily in the

scale. The First Amendment gives binding force to this principle of

political wisdom.23

While the essential precept of interest balancing is an objective weighing of

all the facts, in, practice the balancing doctrine "opens a broad door through

which the judge's personal prejudices and misconceptions pass albng with his

'legitimate and constitutional concerns."

Another respected First Amendment theorist and-legal scholar,. Thomas I.

Emerson, a-long-time advocate of a balancing-of- interests approach based.upOn af

careful distinction betteen "expression!' and "action" and a delineation of/the

degree of social control allowed over each, has=been critical of the balancing

approach, even as applied by the Warren Court. Emerson noted that the Court's

efforts to deal with novel or4ocomplex problems of first amendment law has "often

floundered for lack of a satisfactory theory." Failure to develop a comprehen-

sive theory of the first amendment, Eterson writes, left the Court "without

satisfactory tools to deal with many new developments that are emerging in the

system of freedom of exp7ssion. This has resulted in a constant shirting of

positions,-leaving the lower court, public officials, and private citizens 'in

a state of canfUsion over the applicable rules."25 Emerson concluded that

Noisystem of freedom of expression can succeed in the end unless the/

ideas which Underlie it become part of the life of the people.' There must

be ::a real understanding of the root concepts, a fill acceptance of the /

guiding principles, =and a deep resolve to make the system work. This \
state of affairs can be reached only if we succeed in building a compre-

hensible structure of doctrine and practice that is meaningrul to all

and meet the needs of a,free society. The task remains largely unfUl-

filled.?0
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Ten years after the publication of Emerson's scholarly treatise on freedom of

expression, that task still "remains largely unfulfilled."

There can be little question but that the absolutist-literalist position,

which failed to win the endorsement of even the majority of the more liberally-

oriented. Warren Court, must -be ruled out as a viable first amendment theory for

the 1960's. And, if the Warren Court failed to develop a satisfactory balancing-

or-the-interests approach, as Etherson believes\it did, the record of the Burger

Court in the first amendment area during the 190' has TUrther encouraged many

lower courts to abuse any guardianship they might have exercised in juniciously

weighing expression guarantees against competing overnmental and/or private

!interests. It is in this context that the preferred position postulate requires

reexamination.

II. THE PREFERENCE FOR FREEDOM APPROACH

The preferred position postulate is usnally attributed to a footnote appended

to an opinion written by Justice Stone in a 1938 Supreme Court case, United States

v. Carolene Products.27 This "embattled footnote"28 contained three basic premises:

(1) That when legislation on its face appears to violate specific all of Rights .

guarantees, the normal presumption of constitutionality is weakened, (2) that the

jurliciary has a special function as defender of thse basic freedoms perceived as

being necessary to the operation of the democratic process, and (3) that the Court

should offer special protection to minorities .,through more searching judicial in-

quiry since, such unpopular groups are unlikely to be able to protect-themselves

through the-normal political processes.29

While the now- celebrated footnote in Carolenemay have provided the'catalyst

for the Courts later articulation of the preferred position doctrine, the foot-

note was not the origin of the preferred freedom concept. Two observations need

to be made about this misconception: (1)'The footnote itself did not contain the
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words "preferred position," and four years later when Justice Stone, then the

Chief Justice, first wrote of a "preferred position" for speech and press free-

doms he did not tie the concept to his earlier Carolene footnoteN and (2) the

twin concepts central to the first amendment preferred position theory--the grad-
,

ing or ord6ltg of Bill of Rights guarantees and the primacy of freedom of ex-.

'pressiot and thought--can both be unmistakably traced to the period before 1791

when the first amendment was fin y ratified.31
a

A. A Brief Historical Perspective

When the first Congress convened in the Spring of 1789 it was James Madison,

as leader of the House of Representatives, whose etterprise and responsibility it

became to assemble,the various state Bill. of Rights proposals, organize them into

some rational order, and guide them ough the Congress.- During the previous \

year, Thomas Jefferson, then represent the United States in France, had/often

exchanged views with Madison about the need for a Bill of Rights. This corre-

spondence, plus Madison's pleadings about the Bill of Rights before the House

as reported in the Annals of Congress, have been examined by one first amendment

scholar who sees there both a willingness to classify and grade the various pro-

visions as well as a firm conviction by the framers that the "freedoms embodied

in, the First Amendment must always secure paramountcy."32 Madison, for example,

in presenting Bill-of ,Rights proposals to the HoUse classified the rights in order

to distinguish the American iproblem from the Etglish experietce with the Magna

Carta.33 Justice Black, in his first majority opinion in the first amendment area

after joining the Supreme Court, forcefully restated/this awareness of the framers:

No purpose in ratifying the' Bill of Rights was cleareV,than that of securing

for the people of the United States much greater freedom of religion, ex-
,

pressiona. assembly, and petition than the people of,Great Britain had ever
\

enjoyed...14:

Not only were the freedoms embodied in the first ndment given "paramountcy"

by Madison, he explicitly informed the First Congress t the sponsors of the Bill/
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of Rights expected the judges to "consider themselves in a peculiar manner the

guardians of those rights." -,Madison told the House in 1789:
/

If.they (the_rigt.ftsi are incorporated into the constitution, independent

tribunals of.justice will consider themselves in a peculiar manner the

guardians of.thOse-rights; they will be an impenetrable bulwal4k against

every assumption of power in the legislativeor'exe6Utive; they will be

naturally led to resist everi.encroaChmentupon rights expressly stipu-

lated for in the constitution by the declaration of rights.35

It was to be more than a century later, however, before justices of the

Supreme Court had\the opportunity to exercise such guardianship in regard to

the first amendment.36 Indeed, it was not until the landmark Schenck v. United,

States case37 immediately following orld War I that-the Court began a genuine .

analysis of the scope and meaning of speeehand.press clauses of the first

amendment. Justice HoImeS, writing for a unaniMOUs Court in Schenck, held that
,

when first amendment rights are involved an otherwise permissible governmental

I

restriction must be examined in a differeilt. conext.38 It can be argued that

Holmes" "clear and present danger'test" enunciated in Schenck, '15r placing a more

:

7

.1

critical standard upon the exercise of judgment about the protection of. first.

'\

amendMent freedoms focuses upcn the essence of the preferred-position postu

late.39 A

//

A few months afterSchend4 Justice Holmes, ,in espousing.his "free trade
.

. _

of ideas" theory reflecting a Miltonian faith in freedom of expression, Made'an

eloquent plea' for a preferred position for expression in an open, marketplace for

testing truth. Holmes wrote:

[W]hen men have realized that time has upset many fighting faiths, they

r&ay come to believe even more than they believe the very foundations of

their own conduet that the ultimate good deOred is better reached by

free trade in ideas--that the best test of truth is the power of the

thought to get itself accepted in the compction of the market, and

that truth is the only ground upon which the' wishes safely c n be car-

ried out. That at any rate\is the theory of Constitution.

Numerous oplertexamples of jusiicial articulation of preferred position for

,speech and press can be enumerated prior to the emba tied Carolene footnote./41
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Eighteenth century precedent, of course, does not control the Court's jtris-

prudence in the twentieth centuryl.but it canand does afford-guidance. Indeed,

the preferred position theory, along with the clear andPresent-danger test, was

frequently used by the Supreme Court during the 1540's and early 1950's.

B. Development of the Judicial Doctrine

The judicial; development of the preferred position doctrine, as noted above,42

has frequentl,Yi been tied with Justice Stone' s Carolene footnote, but eighteen.

)1

months weretd.pass before that "tentative and qtalified pronouncement," as one

source noted, n.eaped from the footnotes" to become the explicit. doctrine of the

Court.43 justice Roberts, writing for an almost traninolls Court in Schneider v.

Irvington, said:

In every case . . . where legislative abridgement of the right [to freedom of

speedh and press] is asserted, the courts shdUld be astute to examine the

effect of-the challenged legislation. Mere legislative preferences or be-

liefs respecting matters of public convenience may well support regulation

&erected at other personal activities, but be insufficient-to justify such

as dindnishes the exercise of rights so vital to the maintenance of demo-

cratic institutions. And so, as cases arise, the delicate and difficult

taski falls upon'the courts-to weigh the circumstances and to appraise the

substantiality qf)he reasons, advanced in support of the regulation of the

free enjoyment orthe rights.

As in the Carolene footnote, Justice Roberts still did not use the actual

term, "preferred position." That term was 'first used by Justice Stone, then the

\

Chief Justice, in an. opinion written four years after\Carolene. In making the

sweeping statement below, the Chief Justice dissenting', made no reference to his

earlierfootnote in Carolene. He wrote:

%The First Amendment-is not confined to safeguarding freedom of speech

and%freedom of religion - against
di§priminatorrattempts to wipe them out.

On the contrary, the Constitution, by virtue of the First apt.

Amendments, has put those freedoms in. a.preferred position

A year later Justice Douglas restated the Chief Justice's position, this

time for the.Court's majority, noting that:

A license',.tax certainly doesnot acqtire constitutional validity because'it

classifies.theprivilegesiprotected by the FirstAthendment along with the

tr
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wares and merchandise of hucksters'and peddlers and treats them all alike.

Such equality in treatment does not save_the ordinance. Freedom of ress,

freedan'of speech, freedom of religion are in a preferred position.

The "preferred position" concept was applied .in a nuMber of opinions during the
$ : 4

1540's and 1950's:47 .jUstice Rutledge,'however, offered perhaps the strongest

/'-
statement or-the preferred position doctrine in 1945, when he wrote:

,,The rational connection between the remedy provided and the evil to be
curbed; which in other contexts might support legislation . . . will not

suffice. These rights rest on,firmer foundation. . . . Only the gravest

abuses, endangering paramount interests, give occasion for permissible
limitation . wheretie usual:presumption supporting legislation is
balanced by the preferred place given in our scheme to the great, the
iildispensable democratic freedoms secured by the First Amendment. . .

That priority gives these,liberties a sanctity and sanction not permit-

ting dubious intrusions.qo

Decline of the Preferred Doctrine

The libertarian approach. taken. by JuStices Stone,' Murphy, Rutledge, Douglas,

and Black in espousing thespreferred.pbsition doctrine dUring the 1940's and early

1950 rs was not'without-its critics. The doctrine's chief critic on the Court was

,

Justice Frankfurter who denOUnced,the preferred position as \'a.,ndschievous phrase"

and:made the-Clearly tistakenclaim.thatthedoctrine had neVer'commended itself

to a majority .Court But as one legal scholar has p4nted,out, if.JUS-..
::: ,

tice Frankfurter- intended: to: reject the primacy: of the' first amendment, ' his

:

. .1..

-Kovacs V. Cooper credo statetent can. be read "as one of the most eloquent testi-

monials to the vitality of theiTeferred,position concept-i"%) Frankfurter, after

reviewing the history of the preferred.position doctrine, wrote:
ts

V

[14] ithout freedom of expression, thlaught'becomes checked and atrophied.

Therefore, in considering whatantbrests are io fUndamental as to be en-

shrined in the ale Process Clause, thos1iberties1 of the individual which

historylias attested'as the indispensable`conditions"of an open as against

aclosed society-come-to this Court with a momentum for respect lacking

when. appeal is made to liberties which derive merely from shifting economic

arrangements. 51

Justice Frankfurter, a strong advocate of the ba cing -of-inte,.r.eitSaia roach,

`objected to the preferred, position doctrine because he felt its use would result

in aAneChanicaljurispruden6e" arrived at through the !use of "oversimplified
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formulas."52 Justice Jackson hadarlier expressed a similar view, warning that

the use of such "formulistic solutions would bring about the same fate for ctvil

liberties as had been brought about for constitutional laissez fire, "which was

discredited by being overdone."5' One commentator has pointed out that both Jus-

tices Frankfurter and Jackson, rightly or wrongly, were convinced that the pre-

ferred positionwaimerely a label for "a novel, iron constitutional doctrine,

clearly the:views of -Meiklejohn.'"54

Although:the majority/of the Supreme Court justices through,the 1950's had,
/

in one opinion, or another, endorsed the Preferred position concept,55 Justice

'

-.'-'.FratikVurter's .attack on the doctrine in Kovacs/ and the almost simultaneous deaths

of Justices Murphy and Rutledge that same year, curbed the frequency of doctrine's

user Indeed, the-Court's more general,approach came to be a "studious avoidance"

D. Utility of the PreferreePostulate

Ifthe preferred positt011epproaCh to speech and press freedom vent into de-
,.

cline in,the late 1950's, the central postulate of that.doctrine-did not. It is

:"

that in the balancing -of- interests approach, .speech and preS6 intereSts,, be so,

basid> vital to therexercise,of the -political freedoms'protected.by the first

,

atendment, should'be placed in a Preferreciposition in the 'judicial weighing

process. Or, in the terms:of the doctrine fiddling from the Carolene footnote, the

"presumption.of,constitUtionaltr'affordedlegislation in other areas should be

narrower in scope,as a63ied to gOverhmental restrictions on speech and press...

I

Since'its New Minnesota decision in 1931,57 the Supreme COrut has taken-such.

a preferred position approachalmost routinely:in dealing with prior.restraints

on:?reedom:Of.speech or of the press. In the PentagOn Papers case,58 forex-
.

ample,. the,CcOrt said "'Any system of prior restraints' of expression. comes to

this Court hearingia heavy presumption against its constitutional



The Government 'thus carries a heavy burden of showing justification for the

enforcement of'such a restraint.' "59 A libertarian such as Justice Douglas

would impose much the same conditions even in areas where prior restraint is

not involved. Dissenting in Branzburg v. Baves180 Douglas wrote:
,

The press has a preferred position in our constitutional scheme, not

to enable it to make money, not to set newsmen apart as a favored cThAss,

but to bring fulfillment to the public's right to know. The right to know

is crucial to the governing powers of the people, to parap ase Alexander

Meiklejohn. Knowledge is essential to informed decisions. 1

And. Chief Justice Burger, though he doesn't use the phrase, "preferred posi-

tion," has written to that effect in regard to first amendment protection of the

editorial function performed by journalists. In Mimi Herald Publishing Co.fv.

Tornillo,6? for example, the Chief.Justice wrote:"

k-newspaper is 'more than a passive receptacle or conduit for news, comment,-

and advertising. The choice of material to go into a-hewapaper, and the

decisions.made as to limitations on,the size of-the paper,:and content,

and.treatment of public issues and public officials--whether'fair or un-

fair--constitutes the exercise of editorial control and, judgment. It has

yet to be demonstrated haw governmental regulation of this crucial process

can be exercised, consistent with the First Amendment .guarantees of a free

press as they'have evolved to this-time.63

,The, preferred positiondoctrine has not been and need, not be'llinited to the

concept of narrowing the presumption of Constitutionality as enunciated in the

Carolene footnote.64 There are, in fact, a number of approaches and devices..,

used by-the Supreme .Court through the years,if employed separately, or in com7

bination, would enable the Court to safeguard a constitutionally mandated prefer-s;

enpe for freedom of speech and'of theTress. Among these utilitarian measures,

are: (1);;: strict prohibition:against the governmental exercise of prior, restraints

I .

yi

on_expression, as noted, above, (2) the continued employment of the Clearand

/

present danger test, a concept. developed in tandem with thh preferred Position

,dOctrine;65,(3) maintenance'Of the constitutional privilege provided. by the Court .

in NeWYork Times Co. v. Sullivan66'and its prO"geny Itosafeguard the "Uninhibited



robust,, and wide-open" debate upon public issues envisaged by-the Court, and

(17) maintenance. of generally higher standards for procedural :'due process where

basic speech and press freedoms are involved.

Such procedural safeguards include exercise of the overbreadth and vagueness

doctrines in construing and-ruling xpon the constitutionality of statutes limiting

( -

first amendment freedoms, the careful enunciating of provisions in regard to ,

burden of proof, for example, the "convincing. clarity" standard of the New York

Tithes rule applicable to 111)63.167 and relaxation of the requirement of standing

to take legal- action where first amendment issues are involved. Illese measures

- ,

,are all involved in a broad construction of the e-preferred position concept. The
N

. t

.

I

application of these'aspects of the preferred position doctrine to the on-g

balancing=of-interests approach being taken by the BurgerCourt will be examined

in Section IV 10610w.

The concept of preferehce has recently, been raised with increasing, regularity

in regard to.the interrelatednesS of the speech and.press Clattses of"the firSt

amendment.; The proliferating dialogue,:,threatens to engulf the
attention of legal,.

scholars and tends;to diffuse attempts,, toward a sharper delineation of far more

important and fundamental preferred freedom issues.

. III. IS FREE PRESS PREFERRED OVER FREE SPEECH?*

:41. Protection'for the' Institutional Press ,, .

. , .

, ,In 1974Tustice.Potter'Stewart, ina, Yale Law School Sequicehtenniai Convoca-

i --

tion address, stated that the first. amendment explicitly and 15urpOsivetiy provides'

.

protection for the press wh ch-is independent frOm that provided:to others under

the speech clause. Be eXpl that:

.IT]he Free Press- guarantee is,' in essence., a structural provisi of the

Constitution. .Most of.the.Other provisions of the Bill of Rights proteCt

'specific liberties, or specific rights of freedomiof speech,

.freedam,of worship,.the right:. to aciunsel,'the priv_ilege againSt compulsory
.



self-incrimination, to name a few.-
tends protection to an institution.
the Only organized private business
protection.

15

In.contrast, the Free Press Clause ex-
The publishing business is, in short,

that is given explicit constitutional

Justice Stewart noted that cases coming to the Supreme Court during the first

fifty years of er the first amendment had been extended to the states dealt pri-
e "

marily with "the rights of the soapbox orator, the noncomformist pamphleteer, the

-religious evangelist," but seldom with the rights, privileges, or responsibilities

of the organized press.69 More recently) however, cases involving the established,

institutional press finally reached the Court--cases dealing with public libel, the

right to protect confidential sources) the right to publish government documents

without priorirestraint, questions of access to the print and broadcast media. The

Court's apptoach to,thesequestions) JusticeSteWart'Saidl has' been based; upon the

assumption that the press as an institution haS constitutional protection. He

explained:

ZhiS baSic undetstanding,is essential, I think,; to: an elementary

error of, constitutional law. Itas-tempting-to suggest-thatLfreedom'of the

ptess means,only that newspaper pUblishers are guaranteed freedom of exptes-

sion, They are guaranteed -that freedom, to ,be surel,but so are we be-

cause :of the Free Speech Clailte. If the Free Ftesstguarantee meant,notore

than fteedoM of expression, it would be aconStitUtiohaluredundandy.70

Not only isa.,,thePress affordedtprotection::as.an institution," the first amendt

.went also prOtects.the .flinstitUtional autonomy of the ptess,"JUstice Stewart.

said.. The press clause's primary pUrpose Was to create "a fourth institution out-

side the Government as, an 'additional

Justice Stewart pointed out, "So far.

,

check on,the three official branches."71 And,

-

as the ConstitUtion gmas, the autonomous

press may publish' Ighat'itkaaws, and may seek to learn what it oan."72 But this

.
autonomy' "-Cuts both' ways. He noted that:

,The,press is free to do .battle; against seorecy/and deception in government.

But the.press cannot;, expect from the. Constitution any7guatantethat it will

succeed: There is no,constituional right to have access to partici:liar. goir-,

ernment.information, or to require'openness.from.the bureaucracy. The pub-

:lic'sintereSt in knOwing.atout its goVetnment'is protected by the guarantee
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of a Free Press, but the protection is indirect. The Constitution itself is

neither a Freedom of Information Act nor an.Official Secrets Act.73

During the past five years, Justice ,w,r7t's brief speech has spawned numer-

ous law review articles>and commentary e: 4, the speech-press issues which he

addressed.7 The speech has also brough-.. xamination of Justice Stewart's

Court opinions. Floyd Abrams, counsel f. dia defendants in Herbert v. Lando175

a $)ii million libel action brought against CBS, Mike Wallace, and Barry Lando as

the result a "60 Minutes" program segment, views Justice Stewart's judicial

opinions, both before and after the Yale address; as echoing similar first amend-

ment themeA76 Indeed, Justice Stewart'dviews in_cases involving the-press are

seen as being\loser.to those.of Justice Douglas than'to any member of the Court

today77

Chief justice Burger, however, in a concurringropinion'in First National Bank

of Boston ;:'..Bellotti,78',went out of his way to'assUre the press that it had no

special.firStamendment rightS. In Bellotti the Court, ruling that ail'corpora-
,

,

corpora-

tions have thQ ,same' rights: of.free speect4 held that a Massachusetts statute pro-
.

.hibiting corporate "issue"'advertising was unconstitutional. Justice Powell,

writing Tor ,the Cotirt, was joined by both Justices Stewart and Burger. It 'was

therefore unnecessary, as"one commentator points out, for the Chief Justice to

go-to the'lengths,which he did in an attempt to updet.Justice SteWart's Yale Law

SchoOl thesiS.72
,,

The Chief Justice first pointed out that he, did not believe there is an his-

'torical basis for making a between the speech 'and press clauses, of the

,..
..

first 'Itilq'adknowit-
edginithat certaintyon this point was...not-TOS-

,sfhle, he thOught that "the. history of the.Claupedoesnotsuggest that the authors

contemplated a 'special' or 'institutional'' privilege." The Chief Justice also

fundamental problem with defining. that part,of,the'press:to.be afforded

spec al protection. He;riewed"thetask of incIUding,some entities within the.

8
Pp
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"institutional press" while excluding others as contrary to the Court's approach

in such cases as Lovell v. Griffin,81 Pennekamp v. Florida582 and Branzburg v.

Haves.83 "In short," the Chief Justice concluded, "the First Amendulent does not

!belong' to any' definable \_tegory of persons or entities: it .belongs to all who

exercise its freadoms."84

A few days after the Belotti .Conourrence, which got national publicity in

the press the Chief Justice wrote the opinion for a, unanimous Court in Landmark

Communications, Inc: v. Virginia 2'85 a holding which was'a victory for the preas,

one of the few during the session. The Court held that the state may:-nOt

the press for .,reporting fa6ts concerning:a confidential judicial commission, \.\

vestigation since the, publicatiOn Virginia sought to punish "lies near the core o

the First Amendment." The 'Chief Justice wrote:

IT]bm- article published,by Landmark provided factual information about 'a

legislatively authorized inquiry pending before the Judicial Inquiry Com-

mission\ and in so doing clearly served those interests in public scrutiny

and :discussiOn of goyernmental affairs which the First AmendMent was

adopted to protect.M/

Chief Justice Burger made /it clear that though, the press might pot' be punished,

the state_ could ..punish other participantS for breach of the statute.07 Ih other

wordS, a distinction in the protection afforded under the speech and press clauses

in regard to violating the Virginia statute appears to havebeen acknowledged by

the Chief Justice.

Justice Stewart, in a short four-paragraph- conourrihg opinion, took the op-

Na

portunity to reiterate his Yale speech theme that e press does have greater first

amendment rights others. He wrote:

If the co titUtiOnal- protection of .a..free press means anything, it

-t.means that government pannot take it upon:.itseif to 'decide,What 'a/ news -

paper ..may and _may not publish. Though government May'deny; access to in-,

.formation and punish its theft, government' may not prohibit ,or pUnigh the'

publication of that informatiorConce_it faJ7s into the finds of thepress,

unless theneed for secrecy is .manifestly overwhelming:
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To say -that -the Chief justice's Landmark and Bellotti opinions are inconsistent

is to state the obvious. If it is constitutional to punish those who leak informa-

tion about a judicial proceeding to the press, but unconstitutional to' punish the

press for printing it, -the result of the Landmark holding, it must be because pro-

tection under the speech and press clauses differ, at least in degree. But this.

is a distinction which the Chief Justice appears to deny in his Bellotti concur-,

rence. Ambiguity concerning the meaning and scope of the, speech and press clauses,

as will be indicated below, is not limited to the judiciary.

Implications of the Speech-Press Question

The ongoing debate, concerning- the interrelatedness of the speech and press

clauses resulting from Justice Stewart's Yale °Law, School addreSS--has serious

cations in regard. to the functioning of a free press in the 1980's. While many

aspects of the argument go beyond the scope of this stUdy,,a few observations are

relevant td,,the preferred position doctrine. the question of the historical

\ origin of,, the:speech and press guarantees, for example,. Qne legal scholar has 'ob.:.
. .

served that "the Framers .haVe left us language :in: the first amendment which justi-
.!.." - . .

. . .

fieshepresent debate- -language whith, under almost any view,one takeS, As
..

,f' than 'lear.11'89'
,

\ ''. r . .

Floyd 'Abrams, afteracknowledging:ythat ambi -ties exist about theineaning ..of

the pirss clause, observed .that:

t:. -1,
,. , . ., .

Whatever other conclusiOns may be drawn--and,disputes engaged,in--from

the history ,:of the adoption of-the 'press clause of the first amendment, one

is clear: The press clause of the first amendment was no afterthought,

re appendage to the speech clause." The press Clause was 'not, the views

ef, Justice :Burger to the contrary, merely "complemen to and a

'extension of Speech Clause liberty.")0

And Melville Nixcimer, noting that '-if the speech clause is held to refer to all fornis

of expression, then the .press clause: would be a mean.ingless-'redundancy,,Concluded-

,that "freedom of the press as a right, recognizably ,distinet frpm that.of freedom

of speech is an idea whose time is past due.
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On the other hand, Anthony Lewis., a New York Times newsman and syndicated

.columnist, takes issue with Jithtice Stewart's/Conclusionothat the eighteenth

Century concept of. freedom of the press applied exclusively to\.the'institutional

press, While acknowledging that the precise motives of those who drafted the

speech and press clauses are unlikely to be
/

discovered, Lewis concluded that:

The most natural. explanation seems the most probable: The framers

wanted to protect eipreSsion.whether-in unprinted or printed form. Free-

dom ofthe presswas:more often mentioned in colonial and state bills of

rights than freedom of speech; at the time of the first amendment ten
stateCopstitUtions prOtected the former while only two the' latter. , , .

Butthetwo/phrases,yereused interchangeably;'thenas now mean free

don of-- expression..2

legal scholar, luoting Chafee 'that 'the framers'had

no very clearddea,whatjtheymeat," concluded that it was unlikely the-preOs

( clause could have been. meant to protect the institutional press alone, as slag

gested by justice Stewart. He observed; however, "that:thecanceptual unity

.
/ ..

in colonial times is less easily defended today.
;of the speech and press evident

"93

The implication of this statement argues for both a preferred position, for

/
the function of.the press while at the same time grounding such a pi.ivilege claim

s,
-

in the broader sweep/of the'speech,clause's guarantee
,

of freedom of expreskon

. - .

;

and thought. There is little-doubt,that the soapbox orator; the politician, the'

. ,. .
1

.

evangelist; or the civil rights 'faceS,a far more complex problemtoday

in,dAsseminating his or her message to the general public than was true of, Similar

1----N

actiihties,in Colonial America. The growth'of the institutional press --group and

corpOrate/newspepors, national magazines, radiol and televisionr-has'inOreased

the-iMportanCb of thepreSs Holmess,narketplace of ideas.; ,Indeed.; the medium

may be as important.as the mesSage; one educator has even suggestedthatthe

. -

nedian.is the nessaget. While the: speech-clausecOritinues to protect the
message

- .

Of the syndicated columnist and the broadcastcOmmentator as well ashe soapbox" .

orator, the. medium of communication is protected by the press clause.95:
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The implication of the speech-press debate is that the first amendment need

not be read to grant special rights only to those engaged in institutionalized

communication. One writer, argues that:

-*What it should protect is not the institution, but the role of the press:
TO afford a vehicle of information and opinion, to inform and educate
the public, to offer criticism, to provide a forbm for discussion and
debate, and to act as a surrogate to obtain for readers news and informa-
tion that individual citizens could not or would not gather on their own.
A special guarantee for freedom of the press should apply not simply to
those whom a court might label "press" but to whomever, of whatever size,
by means, regularly undertakes to fulfill the.press function.96

Anthony Lewis points out that the whole idea of treating the press as-an

"institution" arouses uneasy feelings. The press needs to maintain, its autonomy,

as Justice Stewart noted in his Yale -Law School address. But it is also true

that in' the American system institutions are too often subject of external checks

and regulation. Cbief justice Burger, 'writing for the majority' in Nebraska Press
A ,

'Ass'n v. Stuart, said:

..., The extraordinary'protectiohs afforded by the First Ameniment carry with
them soinething in the nature of a fiduciary duty to exercise the protected_ ,J

rights responsibly - -a dVewidely adknowledged'but not always, observed,: by 1'

editors'andspublishers., /
- ,

A more persuasive argument however; might 'be made for a preferred position /

for freedom of expression encompassihg,both Speedh and the press. Robert H. Bork,
1 ',\

a professor of law and former Solicitor general of the United States; takes such

a position; arguing that both the speech and press clauses are in, a preferred ,posi--

tion. beCause ;of their intimate relationship to the''ways in, which a democrady oper-,
,

ates. He. writes:
..:,, ,

' Y

,

i

That preferred- position rests upon'grounds so stronk'diat they coUld..

propely,have.been inferred by Judges from:the structure of theHentirell .,,,

1-- ConstitutiOneven:if_no,First Amendmentbadever beeria.dcipted. The COn-

stitttion:prescribesin great-detail ,a representative'democracy,.Which is

to say.:goVernthentrestingupanthe_-choice of the eledtorateThatHfOrm of
government makes no sense,' even; Firit Amendment unleSS speeah

and w-Piting critical:Of goVernment,are freeli permitted;.and unleSskthe

:electorate:is ableto make itself informed That theory requires great

freedaliforrbothSpeedh'and press; it ;does not require absolute ,freedom
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k /1

in all circomtances. To insi§t that it does is. to,)os, the intellectual

argument before it has begun.90
0 /-

Bork's approach might avoid one of the specter's raised by critics of Justice

Stewart's call for protection for the institutional press--the danger inherent in

defining such a press. It also tends to lessen another danger Bork sees, the in-

vitation which special recognition might bring to regulate the press as a corporate

institution.' "Our economy is badly overregulated," Bork notes, "and it would be

an even greater disaster if speech and press freedoms came under similar con-

trols."99 Such-a danger is enhanced to the extent, that the press is perceived

as being a center of irrespOnsible power, Bork believes,1?0 Another legal scholar

warns that "the critics will be,handed. a:weapon forged by\thePress itself every
" 3

tite-it:seeks to extend 'press entitlements as the -surrogateof the ppliC right .

\

to 100i-4,001:

Despite suChWarnings,:however,TrotectiOn for theeditOriaiftntionOf'the
7, , 1:: '

-presS often'aemands that:the. presSseek-privileges not extended to,theipublic gen-
.,

erally In, no area has., that need been more acutely apparent, and unsUCcessful,

.

, f

than in'theeclaim for,dconStitutiOnal protection for newCgathering.

C. Linkage of Speech-Press Claims in Access Context

One court has noted that the function of the press is tripartite in.nature:

(1)reporterb-must=have_the means of acquiring information, (2) the infortation

must& edited and 'processed, and (6) the-infOrMation-must be,disseminated.
102,

The dissemination of news, fortunately, has long been accorded constitutional ,pro-

tection 103 In regard to:the other two processes, as noted by one legal authority,

the right,to gather.informatiOn is by no means-as sweeping as the right to publish
I

once the journalistcomes in.possessiOnbf information. 104

- ,

Chief Justice Burger has, upon-at least'tWo occasions during the'1970'6i

Plicitly02 grudgingly, upheld the editorial function of newspaper and broadcactr
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journalists105 More recent decisions by the Court have reiterated that the'

right to publish truthful information of general public interest and concern

which has been legal '1y acquired is within the scope of editorial protection af-

forded by the first amendment.106

If the right to,publish and to disseminate information once acqUired is

( generally in a preferred position, wily is it that newsgathering, at best, enjoys

°only a qualified protection?1 a7 Three recent cases dealing with access to jails

and prisons for newsmen indicate that one primary limiting factor has been the

Court's linkage of the journal 1 st s -claim to access under the press clause with

the right_ofkaccess 'afforded the public generally.

:Justice Uhite,'Lwriting to denY'newathen a: first amendment. based testimonial.
,

priVilege in Branzburg Hayes in 1972, provided a dictum which has been utilized

by the Court in later access decisions. Mhite wrote that " [i]:t has generally'ben

held that the First Amendment does not guarantee the press a constitutional right

of special access to information not available to the public generally.4108 TIAT

years later. in Pell v. Pi.ocunier109 and Saxbe v. Was110 the press,

=

attempted to ,eStablish, a first amendment right to gather news within state and

federal'prisOns.. justice:Stemart, writing fop the Pell, Court, after citing Justice
:

;ibite! sTrantburg dictUm,' held that "Similar y, newsmen have no constitutional

/
,

.

right of 'Access to prisoni or their tes beyond that afforded the gen-
. .

eral public X111 Relying on, Pell, the -Saxbe Court h4.d/ that a sinii 1 ar Toliv of

the federal pri SyStem which permitted press interviews only with individually

tes ilt,mini*MI security facilities did not abridge press freedom.12

As a matter of fact; in both Pell and Saxbe as the Court pointed out,. the

,

.,:press had:beengrahted substantial ccess beyOnd that afforded the general

public,113 and there! was no evidende that officials- had attempted to conceal

prisori'conditions.ii Four years later the 'Court in HOuChins v. kUID, Inc ,11

o

tr

5
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had the opportunity to rule in a case in\which the press had been absolutely

barred by informal administrative policy from investigating conditions at a

California county jail where a prisoner had committed suicide. But a badly

divided Court, in a decision participated in by only seven justices who wrote

Y

four separate opinions, again denied access to journalists; linking the denial

once again with the degree of access provided'to the public genera

Chief Justice burger, in arl opinion joined by only Justices Nhite and

Rehnquist, while acknowledging that prison conditions were .a matter "of great

public importance" and that the press had traditionally played a Powerful role

in informing the public about the operation of public inStitutrs,\argueft that

these facts afforded no basis

forrreading into'the Constitution a right of the public or\the,media to

enter these institutions, with cetera equipment, and take moving and

still pictures of inmatesfor broadcast purposes. This Cort has never

intimated a First Amendment guarantee of a right-of access all sources
A

of 'information within government contio1.116
\

Justice SteWart, concurring, disagreed with the rationale bif.the;plurality opinion.

`Like the Chief Justice, Stewart did the appliCationlof Pell and

Saxbe, but he argued that the concept efievsl'access must' be accorded more,flexi-

bility. Be wrote: \\

Nhereas he [The-Chief Justice] di:Tears to view ."equal access",cas meaning_

access that identiCal in all respects, I believe that the concept of

equal access must be accorded more flexibility.in order:to accommodate-

the practical distinctions between the press and the general public.117

Justice' Stevens, in a strong dissent running almost twice the length of the

Plurality opinion, joined by Justices Brennan and Powell, argued that Pell and

Saxbe should not be controlling since those decisions dealt. with situations where

the press had been granted substantial access. :Sheriff Houchins,, on the other

mallhand, had arbitrarily prohibited all press and public access at-the time KQED

filed suit.118



The lack of consensus among even a majority of the seven justices taking

part in the Houchins opinion leaves the issue of the constitutional protection

for newsgathering in governmental facilities in question. Since Only three
C

justices joined in the whole of the opinion, it may be destined to have only

limited precedential value. A preferred position approach, as noted by Justice

Stewart2.demands more flexibility in prison access regulations-to accommodate

the essential 'function of newsgathering. The recent take over of the New Mexico

State Penitentiary and the resulting carnage of inmate against inmate and th

widespread destruction of public property only heightens the access argument.

To hold that everyone has a right of access denies the societal function of the

press. Houchins is a much too narrow balancing-of-interests approach.
s

IV. APPLICATION OF THE PREFERRED POSITION APPROACH

Any argument that the courts should,.'return to the preferred position doctrine--

ofthe 1 s and 1950's is suresto be viewed with some skepticism, but such a
Al

:,proposition is not as nOve as it might seem. Martin Shapiro, apolitical science,

professor and'authOr.of numerOuslaw review articles and boOks on the law and

made such a recommendation in reference, -to the.Supreme Coutt more than

a decade ago.'-Conmenting uPon'the "instinctive hortor" whidn.is often asSoci,-7

,'.a.ted.with "going ,baciOarp."' in 'the advocacy5tonstitutional dOcttine, Shapiro

wrote:

In part it is undoubt due to axeSidue of belief in the 'idea of

progress that should ha e disappeared, but did note quite io sol, when

our total commitment, toAthe enlightenment philoscphy that,, underlies

the idea wavered... In part, going, back'affronts the notion of a grad-

ually.developineami.seif-purifying common law which is still bred

into lawyers along with the notions that legislators--not judges--;

and statutes--not iudicial op ons-rare and should be the central

font of our law.119

However reluctant the Court may have been to apply the preferred position

doctrine during the 1960's and;1970's, this:.does notl\rule out its applicability
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today. Nor does it indicate that the preferred position doctrine would not have

utility in the balancing-of-interests approach taken more often than not by the

Burger Court. And, as noted above,120 a modern-day espousal of the'preferred

position doctrine need not be limited to the narrow presumption of constitution-

ality concept' flowing'fran the:Carolene footnote. There are, in fact, a number

of devices used by the Court through the years which have complemented the

preferred freedoms approach. The implications of such an approach in regard

4

to recent Supreme Court opinions in four different contexts will be examined

below.

A- In Avoiding Prior Restraints

-.Freedom from government imposed'censorship
of communication prior to its

initial publication has long been held to be protected by the first amenftment.121

*Though not every prior restraint of expression constitutes a violation of the

first amehiment1122 the approach taken by the Supreme Court in such cases places

freedom of expression in a preferred position in any balancing of interests en-

gaged in by the judiciary. In its per curiam decision in the Pentagon Papers

case, for example, the Supreme Court, quoting Bantam Books Inc. V. Sullivan,123

noted that [a]ny system of prior restraints of expression comes to this Court

bearing a heavy presumption against its constitutional. validity. "124 And quoting

Or anization form Better Austin v. Reefe1125'which had been decided a few weeks

earlier, the Court_ concluded that the "Government 'thus carries.a heavy burden of

showing justification for the imposition oisuch a restraint.'" This, the Court

held, the government had failed to do.126

It hap been suggested that the different treatment of priOr restraint as

opposed to subsequent punishment reflects a particular legal rationale.127 This

rationale is tied tot:he historical concept of prior restraint being imposed by

administrative tribunals bent upon acts of.suppression. Administrative systems
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of prior restraints, therefore, are generally found unconstitutional by the

Court unless various procedural safeguards are taken to safeguard expression,

for example, a guarantee of prompt judicial review.
128 But more recently the

doctrine has also been applied to pdicially imposed restraints, for example,

'

the Pentagon Papers case and instancesinvolving judicial restrictive orders.129

But even in the area of prior restraint, the presumption of invalidity does

not mean that the balance of interest willlways result in the protection of

freedom of expression. While it is true that the media. can point to victories,

for example, an Oklahoma state court injunction prohibiting the news media from

'publishing the name or photograph of an 11-year-old boy who was being tried

before a juvenile court was struck down since the truthful information was

"public], f revealed" or "in the pUblie domain."130 And after a delay of six

months, Progressive magazine was finally allowed to publish an article which

thegovernment argued contained secret information critical to the construction

of a hydrogen bomb.131 Prior restraint on expression, however, continues to

occur.

The Court, for example, sometimes disagrees on whether or not an action

limiting expression constitutes a prior restraint. In Pittsburgh Press Co. v.

PlItauut,4132 for instance, the Court upheld an ordinance forbid g newspapers

from carrying "help wanted" classified ads in sexKlesigmatedcolumns. In so

doing, the Court's miority rejected ChiefJustice Burger's dissenting view that

the Commission' cease and desist order constituted a prior restraint.133 And

in the obscenity, area where prior restraint against the dissemination of such

materials has been justified by holding that obscene expression is not protected

by the first amendment,134 the Court recently went further in upholding the prior

restraint of "indecent words," language not falling within the definition of ob-

scene expression as being within the autpority of the Federal Communications

Coranission.135-



Despite the strong mandate afforded by the "heavy presumption" test ap-

plicable to most prior restraints, press freedom is being seriously eroded in

the fair trial-free press area. One of the problems may be that the balancing-

'of-interests doctrine is being applied by one of the parties to the controversy.

But the press must also acknowledge that sixth amendment-fair trial guarantees

are set forth in language just as explicit as are those protecting speech and

press in the first amendment. The balancing of interests between first' and

sixth amendment rights is, at best, a delicate operation. Perhaps
X

the'advice

of Justice Frankfurter might best serve as a balancing guide for today's Court.

Be wrote:

A free press is not to be preferred to an independent judiciary, nor an

independent judiciary to a free press. Neither has primacy over the

other; both arip indispenDable to a free society. The freedom of the

press in itsea presupposes an independent judiciary through which that

freedom may, if necessary, be vindicated. And one of the potent means

for assuring judges their independence.is a free press.136

Although the Court held in 1976 that the use of judicial "gag" order could

be justified only under very limited circumstances1137 the lower courts have con-

tinued, with some regularity, to gag both the journalist and his sources of in-

formation about various aspects of-the judicial process.138 Parlier the Supreme

I

Court refused to grant certiorari in Dickinson v. United States,139 a case deal-

ing with a judicial gag older against the press which had been ruled invalid but

which the U.S. Court of Ap eels, Fifth Circuit, ruled still has to be obeyed

until it could be reviewed. In effect, the decision allowed an effective prior

restraint based upon an invalid order to deny coverage of an ongoing trial, at

lest during the period of the proposed review.

More recently, in Gannett Co., Inc. v. DePascualellii° the Court virtually

ignored first amendment interests in upholding the barring of the press and the

public from pre-trial hearings. .Though the decision was based primarily upon

sixth 'amendment grounds, not =whether the press has a right to attend trials

I
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under the first amendment,141 the decision has played havoc with
preSs efforts

to inform the public about judicial Proceedings.142 Though the Gannett case.did

not deal with prior restraint per se1143 the effect of the holding is no differ-

ent than that of judicial "gag" orders against non-media sources of information

relied upon by the press for news of the judicial process. Clearly Justice ,

Frankfurter's balancing formula has been ignored in favor of a preferred posi-
,1

tion, ,not for the first amendment, but for sixth amendment rights.

B. In Utilizing Clear and Present'Danger Test

The clear and present danger test, first espoused by Justice HolMes in

Sdhendk114 has had a long and chidkered judicial history. There is little argu-

ment that application of the. danger test has the potential for placing freedom

of expression in a preferred position. Though the test has had only limited sub-

cess through the years, being used only irregularly, it played an important role

during the 1937-1951 period. One legal scholar, noting that while /first amend-
/

ment rights were upheld in a substantial number of cases during this period in

which, the danger test might have been applied but wasn't., the test was specifi-.

daily relied upon to uPhold freedom of expression in at least nine cases.145

In.19511 however, the Supreme Court all but destroYed the effectiveneSs of

the danger test by recasting the elements to be taken into account in a way which

drastically lessened justice Holmes and JUstice Brandeis' emphasis upon the im-

mediacy of the danger. In Dennis v.' United States146 the Court adopted language

used by Judge.Learned Hand in his Second Circuit opinion which held that in each

case the courts must ask "whether the gravity of the 'evtX" discOunted by its

improbability, justifies such invasion of free speedh eels necessary to,avoid

the danger. "147 The Court's majority, in effect, turned
'the' clear andre)sent

danger into a clear and "probable" danger test.148
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Six years .after Dennis, however, the Court tended to resurrect the criterion

of imminence which it had revoked in DenniS'by subscribing to an "incitement. test"

which focUsed more on the substance of expression rather than on the ciremstances

under which it:was
comtunicated.149 Then-four.yearS later in Brandenburg v.

Ohio,15° the Court joined the incitement' test to the clear and present danger

,doctrine.151 The courts,,in other words, are to focus on both the character of

the defendant's.expression as well as on the circumstances under which it was .

made.'152

a Despite the troubled history of the clear and present danger test, and de-

spite predictions that the test has been or will be abandoned by the Court, the

ae,

concept still appears to bea viable first amendment doctrine.'zp Abridgement

of expression by the state because of its content still requires evidence estab-

lishing both the clarity of the danger in terms of its potential for incitement

and a showing of a presence or imminence that the advocacy will produce unlawful

action.

In:Landmark Communications Inc. v.. Vir inia,154 for example, the-Supreme

COurt held that the first amendment forbade criminal punishment of third persons

who are strangers to an inquiry, including the news media, for divulging or pub-

/

lishing truthful information regarding confidential proceddings of a judicial

review commission despite reliance by the Virginia Supreme'Court on the clear

and-present danger test. Chief Justice, Burger, while expreSsing doubt as to the

relevance of the danger test in resolving the problem, nevertheless made an

orthodox application of the test.155

Earlier, however, in his Nebraska Press opinion, the Chief Justice had used

Judge Learned Hand's "gravity of the evil" concept as set out in Dennis in defin-

ing clear and present danger,156 leaving some doubt as to how the danger test

will be used by. the Court in the future.. But the fact remains, the Supreme Court
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is ,still using the danger test as espoused by Justices Holmes and Brandeis' or

'the macTecontempotary incitement test of Brandenburg, invarious first amendment

cases.157 The lower courts fare also utilizing the test.158. The continued use

of the danger and incitement tests in the balanCing-of-interest apprdac1c being

taken by the Burger Court. can only help'to advance the preferred position status

of speech and press,guaranteeS.

C. In Safeguarding the Times "Actual Malice" Rule

The constitutional libel privilege established bythe Supreme Court in 1964

can be viewed as a substantive judicial doctrine enhancing the position of the

press to engage, with increased impunity, in'.the "uninhibited, robust, and wide-

opee debate on public issues envisaged by the Court. In New York Times Co. v.

Sullivan the Court held that:

The constitutional guarantees require, we think, a federal rule that

prohibits a public official from-recovering damages friar a defamatory

.
falsehood relating to his official conduct unless he proves that the

statement 'was 'Made with "actual malice"--that is, with knowledge that

waG false or with reckless disregard of whether it was false or not.1,

This federal rule was extended to "public figures" three years later160 and final-

ly-toinclude.private persons if the statements concerned matters Of general.=

ptblic'intereSt.161

A decade after the federal "actual malice".rule was established, however,

its broad protection is viewed by some as being seriously eroded by.a revisionist

Court. In 1974, for example, the Supreme Court essentially reversed-its Rosen-

bloom private person decision; holdingthat any first amendment protection af-

forded news media against defamaaon actions by public officials and public

figures should not be extended to. defamation actions by private persons
even

though the published statements-concerned issues of public or general interest.162

Recent decisions-also have tended to'l'estrict the definition of public figure,

thereby affording less protection to media libel defendants.163 A more substantial.'



threat to.the preferred status afforded debate on public issues under the federal

,"actual malice" rule, however, maybe a recent.case'dealing with the question of

what should be the proper boundaries of pre-trial disCovery in libel cases falling

under ;the federal rule..

The crucial question, which involved the scope of the journalist's exercise

of editqial discretion, arose fram a0+ million libel action brought as the

result of a CBS broadcast in 1973, a segment of that network's award-winning

"60 Minutes" program. Justice White, writing_for a six - member majority in

Herbert v. Lando,'reversed the lower court1164 noting that the "actual malice"

standard itself, by requiring public officials and public figures to prove knowing _

or reckless falsehood to collect damages,\provided an adequate balance between a

libel plaintiff's reputational interest and the first amendment's guarantee of-a
1

free press.165 She Court reasonei that
disclosure of the beliefs and

conversations of editors and repOrters would not unconstitutionally chill edi-

_torial decision. making
1 66
.

Juitice Powell, concurring, would give first amendment considerations more

preference, particularly in disputes about the relevance of specific discovery

questions.167 Justice Brennan, dissenting in part, agreed with the majority in

rejecting a, privilege.. against inquiry into a reporter's mental processes, but

he urged a qualified constitutional privilegeto protect "pre-decisional communi-

cations" in the newsroom.168 justice Marshall, diss\enting,
argued for an abso-

lute privilege against discovery of "the substance of editorial conversation,"

but he agreed with the majority that individual "state of mind" inquiries,were

virtually mandated by the "actual malice" standard.169 Justice Stewart dissented

because-he did.not think discovery questions concerning the editorial process

'.were relevant in public figure libel actions.170
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The controversial Herbert opinion brought what one justice labelled a

"firestorm of acrimonious criticise from the press.171 It may well be, as

onejUrist and law professor has panted out, that although the Herbert de-

- cision requires the defendant in a libel action to testify as to "the operation

of his mind.," it does not necessarily follow that the defendant is likely to

admit that he harbored serious doubts as to the truth of the statements pub-

lished.172 A more preferred position, approach,
however, would have been that

suggested by Justices Brennan and Marshall, protecting from the discovery

process "pre-decisional
commbnications" which occur in the newsroom. Other-

wise how can editorial discretion adequately be safeguarded?

D. In the Maintenance of Procedural Safeguards

In examining the premise that freedom of expression stands in a preferred

position in any jndicial balancing-of-interests approach, procedural as well as

substantive considerationS-are of importance. Application of the preferred posi-

tion doctrine requires that generally higher standards of procedural due process

be maintained where speech and press freedoms are in\jeopardy. Likewise, narraw-;

ing the presumption of constitutionality through the application of such consti-

,..tutional doctrines as vagueness and overbreadth and relaxation of. the requirement

of standing to sue where first amendment'issues-are involved would all be con-

sistent with the preferred freedoms goal.173

A statute is said to be defectively overbroad when it proscribes activities
4

which are constitutionally protected7for example, speech and press activities- -

as well as activities which are not, such as the conduct aspects ofpidketing:174

fihe vagueness doctrine, which has its roots in the notice requirements of due

process -,.holds that a statute must be draWn with enough clarity and specificity

that peoplewill beTsUfficientlY apprised of what is expeCted of them. One of



the onr.going problems with legislating to regulate obscenity, for example, is the r.

requirement of spOcificity under the Supreme Court!s_Miller v. California deci-

sion.175 Justice Brennan 'Pointed out in Miller that obscenity legislation has

long been characterized by inherent qualities of vagueness and overbreadth.176

In.the first amendment context, in contrast to other areas of law, the
1

preme Court has permitted attacks:on overly broad statutes without requiring

that the person making the attack demonstrate that in fact his specific conduct

s protected.177 The reason for the special rule in the first amendment area,

according to the Court, is that an overbroad statute might serve to chill

"fragile" first amendment interests.178 And, the Court has noted that: "The

use of overbreadth analysis reflects the conclusion that the possible harm to

society from allowing unprotected speech to go unpunished is outweighed by. the

poisibility that protected speech will be muted."179 The prohibition against

vagueneds, likewise, carries with it both a substantive command as well as a note

of imperativeness when applied to statutes which may impinge upon first amendment.

\guarantees.180

Where' first amendmentfreedoms are threatened, it has been argued, the most

exacting measure of procedural due process, must be prescribed if such freedoms

are to be safeguarded.181 It is not surprising, therefore, that the procedural

diffidultiee.at the core of several recent court decisions have tended to heighten

the controversy between the press and the courts. While an explication of all of

these decisions is beyond the scope of this, paper, the following questions il-

lustrate three recent procedural concerns.

(1) Newsroom Searches

Why allow the newsroom of a newspaper to be searched for information rele-

va.nt to a criminal investigation, even though_,the_newspaper and its personnel

are innocent parties? \
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This question was posed in Zurcher v. Stanford aday.182 The U.S. District

Court had ruled that a warrant search is permissible "only in the rare circum-

stance where there is clear showing that (1) important materials will be de-

str ed or removed from the jurisdiction;, and (2) a restraining order would be

futile."183 The Ninth Circuit affirmed.184 The Supreme Court, in answer to

arguments from the newspape journalists that surprise warranted searches

of the newsroom would seriously interfere with the ability of the press to

gather, analyze and disseminate news, ruled that the fourth amendment was ap-

plicable to the press and.jourmaliSts, just as it was appi to all other'cable

P owners. Justice Nhite, writing for the majority', noted that the framers
//

did not forbid warrants where the press was involv I did not require

special showings that subpoenas would be impracticable, and did not in-

sist that the owner of the place to be searched, if connected:with the

press, dust be shown to be implicated in the offense being investi-

gated.1

The Court pointed out, however, that the fourth amendment did not prevent legis-

4,
latures from establishing honconstitutional proteq/ions against such searches,186

and within a year'after the decision at least six
/

States had passed statutory:

limitations with billS pending in seven other states.187 A number of-federal

bills are also pending in both the House and Senate, including two proposed by

the Carter administration.188

(2) Protection of Confidentiality

Why should a journalist protected under the provisicms of a state'shield law

favoring confidentiality and secrecy of news sources be denied a hearing. on the

issues of relevance, materiality and 'overbreadth of a subpoena seeking thousands

of documents used in preparing an investigative story, documents protected under

the statute?

This question was presented to the New. Jersey Supreme Court in Farber v.

Jascalevich.189 Nhile the court agreed that Farber, sentenced to six months in
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jail and fined $1,000, and the New York Times, fined $100,000 plus $5'11600 a day

for everyday the court order was disobeyed, were entitled to a hearing, the

majority ruled that the right h d been aborted since appellants had refused to

submit the material subpoenaed for an in camera inspection by the ,court.190

But, the court said, "those who,in the future may be similarly situated are en-

titled to a preliminary determination before being compelled to submit the sub-

poenaed materials to a trial judge for inspection."191 This brought a'Strong

diSsent from one member of 'the court who wrote:

.
I find it totallyunimaginable that the majority can even

consider!al-

aowing-a man to be sent to jail withOut a full and orderiy.hearineat

which to present his defense. Mr. Farber probably assumed, as didI,

that hearings were supposed to be held and findings made before a iber-

Spnwentto jail and note afterwardS.192

(3) Secret Subpoena of Records

Why should the government be permitted to Secretly subpoena the telephone

records of a news office or journalist.Without giving the'news organization prior

notice'and an opportunity to oppose the:subpoena in court?

This question was before the U.S. C:....art of Appeals in ReEorters Committee v.

Amerinan-TelePhone& Telegraph Co.193. The Reporters Committee for Freedom of the

Press sought declaratory and injunctive relief under the first and fourth amend-

.

ments after it had been disclosed that various Nixon administration agencies had

secretly subpoenaed the office and home telephone toll records of at least eight

news organizations and journalists in an effort to discover the identity of their

confidential news.sources. The D.C. Circuit held that the first amendment was

not violated by law enforcement officials' good faith inspection of journalists'

telephone toll-call records that were released by the telephone company without

prior notice to-journalists. The court reasoned that any first amendment news

gathering right was subject to those general and incidental burdens that arise

from good faith enforcement of valid civil and criminal laws. 9+
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The exacting measure of procedural due process desired and needed,from the

jurliciary to safeguard first amendment freedoms is largely missing from any of

the above examples. The unfavorablesponse by the courts to such due Process

concerns of the press has led the executive director of the Reporters Committee

for Freedom of the Press to lament:

If the courts can authorize surprise search warrants and rummage
throul every file in the newsroom; if the courts can subpoena an entire

file or thousands-of documents without showing that a single document is

necessary; if the courts can secretly seize si,c months of personal and

news office telephone records; if the courts can force disclosure of in-
ternal newsroom discussions and private thoughts; if the courts can over-

ride state legislatures and trample state shield laws--what is left of

the concept that the government shall mke no law abridging the freedom

of the press ?195

V. CONCLUSIONS

If the Supreme Court is to exercise its historic role as guardian of the

fundamental 'freedoms flowing from the speech and press clauses of ,the first amend-'

it is_imperative that those basic freedoms be placed in a preferred posi-

tion in any balancing -of- interests approach. One writer, noting the governmental
,

barriers being erected to press freedom, borrowed a metaphor from Thomas Etskine's

speech in defense of Thomas Paine's Rights of Man in characterizing the present

_Court _as__'!a constitutional sentry fallen asleep. "196

The:broad scope of the preferred position doctrine, as discussed.above, would

provide adequate safeguards for both speech and press guarantees if carefully ap-
i

plied * the courts. This is true in part because the doctrine reflects more than

I

its original emphasis upon elimination of the presumption of constitutionality em-

ployedIduring.the 1940's. 'And not only does-the preferred freedoms approach have

strong historical underpinnings, the doctrine's premises are applicable, individ-.

/ually or in tandem with other judicial tests or doctrines, in a wide range of

judicial contexts as discussed in Section IV above.
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'The conclusion.is inescapable.. li"freedom.of expression is to play the

vital role visualized by the framers of the Constitution,,a role which has been

given at least rhetorical recognition by the majority of justices serving on the,

. Supreme Court 'si.rue Schenck, then these basic freedOms must be protected. The

preferred position doctrine tends to place the courts in a more active role in

safeguarding expression guarantees. The related clear and present danger test

also emphasizes the role of the courts as guardians of first amendment rights.

The balancing-of-interest approach, on the other hand, has been more chamcter-

ized by judicial self-restraint and "rationalizations for letting legislatures

have their own way."197 While the preferred position approach may not give the

absolute answers sought by the strict constructionists, the doctrine does supply

standards for judicial judgment which would be more acceptable to first amendment

libertarians than the balancing-of-interests approach presently being used by

the Supreme Court.

Beyond the espousal of the preferred position doctrine as a legal theory,

it alio has utility as an article of faith in the democratic process.198 Freedom

of, speech and press, as articles of faith, are so vital to the maintenance of .a

free society that their primacy-must be recognized by both the courts and the

general public. /Arid ,whilepress responsibility is not mandated by the first

amendment, the successful espousal of a preferred position mat go hand ia hand

with a press performance which merits such a position and with an editorial

.
vigilance sufficient to maintain a health and free marketplace of ideas without

which the democratic process will, flounder.
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\gr
First Amendment. 'Consequently, I do not believe that any federal ag

cies, including Co, ess and this Court, have power or authority to

subordinate speech and press to what they think are "more important

interests."

But the balancing-of-interests theory repeatedly espoused. by Justice Frankfurter

has been the more frequent approach taken by the Supreme Court. Concurring in

Dennis v. United States, 341 U.S. 494, 524-25 (1951), Justice Frankfurter rioted
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The demands of free speech in a democratic society as well as the interest

in national security are better served, by candid and informed weighing of'
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media and the law finds ironic overtones in the dispute between the press and

the courts.. It is pointed out that judges, as well as journalists, depend on_

"moral suasion for effective institutional survival. ", And, the study notes:

The central foundation of support for the rulings of the judiciary is

the people. That support can be most effectively achieved through the

media, . . Such 'a condition might be thought to lead to a level of

cooperation between those in the Courtroom who interpret the law and

:those in. the newsroom who write about the conduct of the public business.

H. Simons-8c J. Califano, THE MEDIA AND THE LAW 2 (1976).

9Cahn The Firstness of the First Amendment; 65 YALE L.J. 464 N6).
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13T. Emerson, TOWARD A GENERAL THEORY OF THE FIRST AMENDMENT '3 (Vintage

Books ed. 1966). The. Court has also recognized a so-called "societal function"

of the first amendment, a function_aimed-tOward the preservation of,free public

discussion of governmental-affairs. See, e.,a, Saxbe_v. Washington Post Co.,

417 U.S. 843, 862 - 63(1974); Houchins v. KQED, Inc., 438 U.S. 1, 31 (Stevens, J.,

dissenting). Two authorities often cited by the Supreme Court in enunciating the

theory that self-government assumes an informed citizenry are James Madison and

Alexander Meiklejohn. Madison' addressed the general assumption:

A popular Goiernment, without popular information or the means of acquir-

ing it, is but a prologue,to a farce or a' tragedy; or/perhaps both.

Knowledge will forever govern ignorance. And a people who mean to be

.

their own governors, must arm themselves with the power knowledge gives.

WRITINGS OF JAMES MADISON 103 (G. Gurst, ed. 1910).

Meiklejohn tied the societal function to the First Amendment:

Just as far as . . . the citizens who are to decide an issue are denied ac-

quaintance with infornation or opinion or doubt or, disbelief or criticism

which is relevant to that issue, just so far the result'must be ill-consid-

ered, ill-balanced planning for the general good. It is that mutilation
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lic discussion of competing ideas. BUt, as one commentary has noted, such a
general theory or principle does not. resolve "hard cases." The Court, thTugh
the years, has quested for "operative or functional tests permitting reasonably
consistent decisions." H% Zucknan and M. Gaynes, MASS COMMUNICATIONS LAW, 6
(Nutshell Series 1977).

20Meiklejohn, note 13 supra, at 17. For a sirri1Ar statement by Justice Black,
see note 1, supra. See-also, Cahn, Mr. Justice Black and First Amendment 'Abso-
'lutes': A Public Interview, 38 N.Y.U. L. REV. 37 (1962)

21Meiklejohn, note 13--supra, at 34-41. For an expanded saussion of these

views, see A. Meiklejohn, POLITICAL FREEDOM: SHE CONSTITUTION POWERS OF THE

PEOPLE, (1960). An application of Meiklejohn 's contextual approach is evident in
the Court's formulation of a constitutional libel defense in New. York Times Co. v..

Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, and its progeny.



22Chafee review of A. Meiklejohn, FREE SPEECH: AND ITS RELATION TO SPIT-

GaVERNMENT (14E8), 62 HARV. L. REV. 898 (1949). For a similar view, see Levy,

LEGACY OF SUPPRESSION xix, 247-48 (Torchbodk ed. 1963).

23Z. Chafee, FREE SPEECH IN THE UNITED STATES 31 (Anthenium el: 1941) .

Chief Justice Vinson applied the cing test in a 1950 case in passing upon

the validity of- congressional act on against Communists'. Be wrote:

When particular conduct is regulated in the interest of public order,

and the regulation results in an indirect, conditional, partial abridgment

of speech, the duty of the courts is to determine which of these two con-

flicting interests demands the greater protection under the particular cir-

cumstances presented.

American ComMunications Asstn, CIO v. Loads, 339 U.S. 382, 399 (1950).

24See, e4g., Note, The S eech and Press Clause of the First hmendment as

Ordinary Language, 87 HARV. L. REV. 37 , 379 1973 The balancing approach

raises other questions, for example, who should do the balancing, the legis-

lature or the Court. Chief Justice Vinson in espousing balancing in American

Communications Ass'n, CIO. v. Douds, 339 U.S. at 399 (1950), viewed the legis-

lature as carrying the primary responsibility. Such a view is associated with

the'doctrine of judiciaLrestraint, that if a statute is reasonable then it

should not be overturned. Justice Black would avoid balancing first amendment

interests. Be notes that

Of course the decision to provide a' constitutional safeguard for

a particular right, such as . . . the right of free speechprotection of

the First [Amendment], involves a balancing of conflicting interests.

. . I believe, however, that the Framers themselves did this balancing

when they wrote the Constitution and theBill of Rights.

Black, The Bill of Rights, 35 N.Y.U. L. REV. 865, 879 (1960). Balancing may also

be classified as either "ad hoc," a case by case balancing of specific interests

applicable to the facts of a particular case, or "definitional," where the balance

struck has a more general application. See, e.g., Gunther, In Search of Judicial

on a Changing Court: The Case of Justice Powell, 24 STAN. L. REV. 1001,

102 -27 1972 Nimmer, The Right to Speak from Times to Time, 56.CAL. L. REV.

935 (1968).

25T. Emerson, THE SYSTEM OF FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION, 718-21 (1970).

26Id. at 721..

27304 U.S. 144, 152 n. 4 (1938).

28The footnote was so described in Mason, The Core of Free Government 1. 8-4o:

Mr. Justice Stone and "Preferred Freedoms," 65 YALE L.J. 97,`00 19

29304 U.S. at 152 n. 4. See also, M. Shapiro, FREEDOM OF SPEECH: THE SUPREME

COURT AND JUDICIAL REVIEW 58-59 (1966); C. Pritchett, THE AMERICAN CONSTITUTION

305-8 (3d ed. 1977); S. Krislov, THE SUPREME COURT AND POLITICAL FREEDOM 28-39

(1968).
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30See text accompanying, notes 42-48; infra.

31See, e.g., McKay, note 10 supra, at 34 and Cahn, note 9 supra.

at 470-73.32For a documentation of these findings, see Cahn, note

331 ANNALS OF CONG. 453 (1789). /
31÷Exidges v. California, 314 U.S. 252, 265 (1941) . //For a critical discus;-

---sion of Justice Black as political-legal historian, see/Teeter and Yodelis Smith,
Justice Black's "Absolutism": Notes on His Use of HistO to Su ort Free a-
pression in JUSTICE HUGO BLACK AND THE FIRST AMENDMENT 29 Dennis, Gillmor, 1.ey,
eds. 1978). i /

351 .ANNALS OF CONG. 457 (1789). See also Cahn, note 9 supra, at 468.

36See note 19 supra.

37249 U. S . 47 (1919)

38Id. at 52.
/---39See, e.g., McKay, note 10 supra, at 1191. Justice Holmes, noting in

Schenck that "the characterfof every act depends upon the circumstances in which
it is done," said: "The questionin every case is whether the words used' are
used in such circumstances and are of such a nature as to create a clear and
present danger that they will bring about the substantive evils that CongreSs
has a right to prevent." 249/U.S. at 52.

40Abrams v. United Stages, 250 U.S. at 630 (Holmes, J., dissenting)

41See, e.g. Whitney v. California 274 U.S. 357, 375 (1927) (Brandeis,-J.,
concurring); United States v. Schwimmer, 279 U.S. 644, 654-55 (1929) (Holmes, J.-,
dissenting) ; Stromberg v. California, 283 U.S. 359, 369 (1931) (Hughes, C.J.
writing for. the majority); Herndon v. Lowry, 301 U.S. 242, 258 (1937) (Roberts,
J. writing for the:majority); Palko v. ConneCticut, 302 U.S. 319, 327 (1937)
(ardozoi J., writing for the ma.jority); Lovell -v. City of Griffin, 303, U.S. 410+,

1+50 (1938) (Hughes, C.J.-, writing for the majority).

.I'See /text accompanying notes 27-31, supra.

-1--)See
7

, note 29 supra, at '306.

)01308 U.S. 147, 161 (1939).

Jones v. Opelika, 316 U.S. 59+, 608 (1942) (Stone, C. J. dissenting)
/One, source has suggested that/the judicial origin of the preferred position.con-
cept might be found in Justice Cardozo's statement in an earlier decision that
freedom of speech and thought is "the matrix, the indispensable, condition, of
nearly every other form of freedom." Palko v. Connecticut, 302 U.S. at 327.
A similar position was taken in 1937 in Herndon v. Lowy.y, 301 U.S. at 258-59.

1+6Murdock v. Pennsylvania 319 U.S. 105, 115 (1943).
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47Seel e.g., Poulos v. New Hampshire-345 U.S. 395, 423 (1953) (Douglas, J.,
dissenting); United States v. Rumely, 31+5 U.S. 41, 56-57 (1953) (Douglas, J.,
concurring); Saia v. New Ybrk, 331+ U.S. 558, 562 (1948); Marsh v. Alabmma, 326'
'U.S. 501, 509 (1946); Prince v. Massachusetts, 321 U.S. 158, 164-65 (1V1). See

' also, McKay, note 10 supra, at 1223-27, for an appendix listing these and other
preferred position statements.

48Thomas v. Collins, 323 U.S. 516, 529-30 (1945).

49KOvacs v. Cooper,
For other denials, see
Poulos v. New Hampshire,

336 U.S. 77, 90, 95 (19+9) (Frankfurter, J., concurring).
Ullmann. v. United States, 350 U.S. 4223 439-40 (1956);

3)+5 U.S. at 405; Jones. v. Opelika, 316 U.S. at 594-96.

5MCKay, note 10.supral at 1192.-

51336 ILS. at 95:(Frankfurter, J., concurring)... Responding to Frankfurter's
concurrence, Justice Rutledge wrote:

.1. think my brother Frankfurter demonstrates the conclusion Opposite to that
which he draws, namely, that the First Amendmerit guaranties of the freedoms
of speech, press, assembland :religion occupy preferred position not
only in the Bill:Of Rights but also it the repeated decision of this Court.,

336 U.S. at 106 (Rutledge, J., dissenting).

52.11. at 96 (Frankfurter, J.,

53Douglas v. City of Jeannette,
1959, note 10 supra, at 1182, consid
to explicitly oppose the preferred p

npurring).

19 U.S.' 18, 181 (1943). McKay, writing in
Justice Frankfurter as the only justice
ion doctrine...

"tee Erislov Ilyte 29 supral,at 11,-CIting Craig v. Harney, 331 U.S. 367,
391' (1977:

55MCKayi note 10 ,supra, at 1190,. states "that every member of the Court
since 1919 has concurred in one or many ofthe collected expressions of prefer-
ence for the first amendment." .

56.Krislov, note 29. supra, .at 90.

57283 U.S. 697.

58New York Times v. United States, 403 U.S. 714,

591d.,at 7141 quoting Bantam Books, Inc. v. Sullivan, 372 U.S. 582 70 (1963)
and Organization fora Better Austin v. Keefe, 402 U.S. 415, 419 (1971).

63408 U.S. 665 (1972).

61Id. at 721 (Douglas, J., dissenting

62418 241. (1974)
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63Id. at. 258. For similar views of the Chief Justice about. first amendment
protection of the editorial process, see Columbia Broadbasting System Inc. v.
Democratic National Committee, 412 U.S. 94, 124-25 (1973) and Pittsburgh Press
Co. v. Pittsburgh Commission on Hunan. Relations, 413. U.S. 376, 393-95 (1973)

(Burger, C.J., dissenting).
64See, e.g., McKay, note 10 supra, at 1184.

°)See note 39 supra.

66376 U.S. 25+.

67Id. at 285-86.

68Stewart. Or of the Press, 26 HASTINGS L.J. 633 (1975).

69Id. at 632.

70Id. at 633.

71 Id . at 631+.

72Id. at. 636. The "checking value" in first amendment theory espoused by
Vincent Blasi also provides strong justification for journalistic autonoix if
free speech, free press,' and free assembly are to serve in checking the abuse
of power by putlic officials. See, Blasi, The Chec Value- in First Amendment
Theory, '3 AM. B. FOUNDATION RESEARCH 527, 1 977

73Id. at 636.

74Abrams, The F'ress IS Different: Reflections on Justice Stewart and the
Autonomous Press 7 imFs3RA i.eREST zanson, The New Free Press
Guarantee763TA. L. REV. 731 (1977); Blanchard, The Institutional Press and Its
First Amendment Privileges, (1978) SUP. CT. REV. 225; Bork, The First Amendment

Does Not Give Greater Freedom to the Press Than to S eech, 12 CENTER MAGAZINE

28 (March-April., 1979); Comment, The Right of the Press to Gather Information
After Branzburs and PeLl, 121+ U. PA. L. REV. 166 (1775); Lange, The Speech and
Press Clauses, 23 U.C.L.A. L. REV. 77 (1775); Lewis, A Preferred Position for
Journalism? 7 HOFSTRA L. REV. 595 (1979); Nimmer, Is Freedom of the Press .a
Redundancy: Wba.t Does It'Add to Freedom ofapegch? 26 HASTINGS L.J. 639 (1975);
Note, First Amendment Interest Balancin -gL.-Behind Bars? 33 U. MIAMI L. REV. 680..
(1979); Note, The Supreme and the Not-So-Privile:.ed Press, 13 UNIV. RICH.

L. REV. 313 (1979); Powe, Or of tile groadcastl Press, 55 TEK. L. REV. 39 (1976);
Sack, Reflections on the Wro estion: ecial Constitutional Privile e for
the. Institutional Press, 7 HOFSTRA L. REV. 29 1979. ; Symposium Comment, The
creme" Court and the Press: Freedom or Privilege ?, 12 AKRON L. REV. 261 (-197-8);

Van Alstyne, The Hazards,Ao the Press of Cla a. "Preferied Position." 28
HASTINGS L.J. 7 1 1977 . ..Wharton, Freedom of eech or of the Press The

Broadcaster as Citizen and Institution,
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76See e. .1 Landmark Communications, Inc. v. Virginia, 435 U.S. 829, 848

(1978) St t, J. concurring); Pittsburgh Press Co. v. Pittsburgh Commission

on Human R a.tions, '413 U.S. at 4-00. (Stewart, J., dissenting)'; CBS v. Democratic

National Committee, 412 U.S. ..at 133-1+6 (Stewart, 3.1 concurring).

77Abraiis, note 74 sumo at 565-66, n. 14.

78435" U.S. 765 (1978)

79Goodale, News Media and the Law, (1978.) COM. LAW 173.

813435 U.S. at 798-99

81303 U.S. at 450.

82328 U.& 331; 364 (1946).

83408 U.S. at 704-5.

&First Nat'l Bank of Boston v. Belotti, 435 U.S. at 802 (Burger C.J., con-

curring).

85435 u.S. 829.

86435 u.s. at 839.

87Id. at 837.

88Id. at 849 (Stewart, J., concurring).

89Lange, note 74 supra, at 88.

90Abrams, note 74 supra, at 579.

91Nimmer, note 74 supra, at 658.

92Lewis, note \74 supra, at 599.

93Lange, note 74 ,supra; at 88-91.

94See, e.g., H. McLuhan, UNDERSTANDING MEDIA (1964); H. McLuhan & Q. Fiore,

THE M1DTUM IS THE MESSAGE (1967). /

95For an argument that the speech clause also affords protection for the

medium of communication see The Message, the Medium, and the First Amendment,

address by Irving R. Kailfban, judge of the United States Court of Appeals, Second

Circuit, at New York University/School/of Law (March 18, 1970) .

96Sack, note 74 supra, at 633,. citing Lovell v. Cit?. of Griffin, 303 U.S.

1f1t)i, 452 (1938); First Nat'.1/Bank of Boston v. Bellotti 435 U.S. at 781; Cox

Broadcasting Corp. v. Cohn,/?+20 U.S. 469, 491-92 (1975).

97427 U.S. 539 560 ,(1.776).

/.
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rk, note 74 supra, at 31.

991d.: at

100Id. at 31. See also, Kampelman, 'The PaWer of the Press: A Problem for Our
Democracy, POLICY REVIEW, Fall 1978, at 7.

101VanAlstyne-, note 74 supra, at 769.

102Herbert v. Lando, 568,F.2d 974, 976 (2d Cir. 1977).

103See, e.g., Organization for a Better Austin v. Keefe 402 U.S. 415; Lovell
v. Griffin, 303 U.S. 1414; Philadelphia News, Inc. v. Borough Council, Etc., of
Swarthmore, 381 F. Supp. 228 (E.D. Pa. 1974).

1°4Floyd Abrams as quoted. in Gillmor, Even Our. Supreme Court Friends Equivocate
About the-'Right' .t Protects Newsgathering, THE BULLETIN, Dedember-January 1979,
at 9.

105See, e.g.

mittee,-412 U.S.

106see,

tions, Inc. v. V

olumbia Broadcasting System, Inc. v. Democratic National Com-
t 124-25; Miami Herald Pub. Co. v. Tornillo, 418 U.S. at 258.

Cox Broadcasting Co. v. Cdhn, 420 U.S. 469; Landmark Communica
ginia, 435 U.S. 829; Oklahoma Pub. Co. v. District Court, 430

U.S. 308 (1977) ;4 Smith v. Daily Mail Pdb. Co., 99 S.Ct. 2667 (1979) . Contra,

Zaachini v. Scripps-Howard Broadcasting Co., 433 U.S. 662 (1977) (right to pub -

lish denied. by "right to Trt.tal0te of a public figure); F.C.C. v. Pacifica
Foundation, 438 U.S. 726 (1978) (right to broadcast words considered "indecent"
denied).

107See, e.g., Branzburg v. Hayes 408 US. at 681; Zemel v. Rusk, 381 U.S 1,

17 (1965).

108408 U.S. at 684-.85.

109417 U.S.-817

110417 U.S. 843

111417 U.S. at 834.

112+17 U.S. at 850.

(1974)

113417 U.S. at 830-31.; 417 U.S. at 847, 849.

11417 U.S. at 830; 417 U.S. at 848.

115438: U.S. 1.

116.11. at 9.

1171A. at 16 (Stewart, J., concurring).

1181d. at 25-40 (Stevens J. dissenting
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11Q-Shapiro, ote 29 supra, at 108.

120See text aCo\ompanying. notes 57-67, sum..

121See, e.g., Patterson v. Colorado, 205 U.S. 451+ (1907).

122Near v. Minnesota, 283 U.S. at 716.

123372 U.S. 58, 70 (1963)

124New York Times Co . v. United States, 1+03 U,S. at 714.

1251+02 U.S. 1+15, 419 (1971)..

1261d. at 714,

127Barron and. Dienes, note 11 supra, at 37.

128Freedman v. Maryland, 3$0 U.S. 51, 59-60 (1965). See also, National

Socialist Party v. Village of Skokie, 1+32 U.S. 1+3 (1977); Southeastern Promo-
tions v. Conrad 420 U.S. 51+6 (1975).

129See, e.g:, Nebraska Press Ass'n v. Stuart, 1+27 U.S. 539, in which the
Court invalidated the use of judicial "gag" orders where the circumstances used
to justify them do not constitute a clear and present danger-to the \admin. istra-
tion of \justice.

1300klahoma Pub. Co. v. District Court, 1+30 U.S. 308 (1976). See also,

Smith v. Daily Mail Pub. Co., 99 S.Ct. 2667; First. Nat'l Bank of Boston v.
Bellotti, 1+35\U.S. 765; Landmark Comunications, Inc. v. Virginia, 1+35 U.S.
829; Cox Broadcasting Corp. v. Cohn, _420 U.S. 1+69.

131For a disCussion of the case, \which never reached the Supreme Court, see
H-Bomb Ma azine Article Restrained, 3 THE NEWS MEDIA & THE LAW 62-68 (May-June
1979 and Progressive Case Ended, 3 THE NEWS MEDIA & THE LAW 52-53 (Nov.-Dec.

1979).

1321F13 U.S. 376.

133Id._ at 395

134Roth v. United States, U.S. 476, 1+81 (1957).

135.F.C.C. v. Pacifica Foundation, 1+38 U.S. at 731

136Pennekarup v. Florida, 328 U.S. at 355 (Franldurter, J., Concurring). For

a more recent judicial expression on fair trial and free press relations, see

Burger The Interde endence of Judicial and Journalistic Inde endence, 80 CASE &

cOMENT 10 (197

17The Court in Nebraska Press Ass'n v. Stuart, 1+27 U.S.- at 562, held that

the clear and present danger test in such cases could be satisfied-only when a

trial judge had determined that "(a) the nature and extent of pretrial news
coverage; (b) whether other measures would bd likely to mitigate the effects of
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unrestrained pretrialpUblicity; (c) how effecti ay a restraining. order would

operate to prevent the threatened danger.."

Chief Justice Burger, summing up his analysis the confrontation between

prior restraint imposed to protect one vital consti tional guaranteea fair

trialand the explicit command of another that freed to publish not be
/
abridged, wrote: "We reaffirm that the guarantees of eedom of expression are

not an,absolute prohibition under p11,circumstances, bu the barriers to prior

restraint remain high and the presumption against its use continues intact."

Id. at 570.

138See, e.g., sections on "Gag Orders" and "Fair 'Trial- ee Press" in THE

NEWS MEDIA & THE LAW (1977-1979).

139465 F.2d 496 (5th Cir. 1972), cert. denied, 414 U.S. 9 9 (1973).

14059 S.Ct. 2898 (1979).

141Id. at 2914-17 (Powell, J., dissenting). e

142For a general summary of extensive post-Gannett efforts by the lower

courts to close both pre-trial and trial proceedings, see Secret Courts: Special

Report, 3 THE NEWS MEDIA &THE. LAW 2-24 (iay..-Dec. 1979).

14399 S.Ct. at 2912 n. 25.

144see text accompanyingnotes 37-39 supra.

145-
.

\

Craig v. Harney, 331 U 367, 373 (1947) ; Pennekamp v.. Florida, 328 U.S.

at 335; Thomas v, Collins, 323 U.S. at 530; West Virginia State B. of Education

vBarnette, 319 U.S. 624, 633:34 (1943); Taylor v. Mississippi, 319 U.S. 583:

588-90 (1943); Bridges v. California, 314 U.S. at 263; Carlson v. California,

310 U.S. 1061.113 (1940);\Thornhill v. -Alabama, 310 U.S. 88, 104-5 (1940); Herr,-

don v. Lowry, 301 U.S. at 260. /In two other cases, Terminiello v. Chicago, 337

U.S. 1, 4-5 (1949) and Cantwell' v. Connecticut, 310ILS. 296, 308-11.(1940),

reference to the danger test appears to be dicta.

146341 U.S. 494.

1472d.-at 510 quoting froM the lower court opinion at 183 F.2d 201 ' 212 (2d

Cir. 19557.

148For a discussion of the effect of the Dennis reinterpretation, see McKay,'

note 10 supra, at 1209-12.

149See Yates v. United States, 354 U.S 298, 318 (1957).

159367 U.S. 290 (1961).,

151The Brandenburg majority, in overturning. Ohio's criminal syndicalism

statute;

[The conStitUtionaI:guaranteeS,of free speech and free press do not permit

a State toc. forbid or prOscribe:advocacy of'the use of force or Of law
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violation- except where such ,advocacy is directed to inciting or producing

imminent lawless action and'/is likely to incite or produce such actions.

Id. at 7.

152For a discussion of the history of the danger doctrine, see Gunther,

Learned Hand and the Ori ins of Modern First Amendment Doctrine: Some Fragments

of History, 27 STAN. L. REV. 719, 7 3 197

153For a discussion of the contemporary approach used by the courts, see

Barron & Dienes, note 11 supra, at 24-31.

154+35 U.S. 829.

155The Chief Justice wrote:

Properly applied, the test requires a court to make its own inquiry into

the imminence and magnitude of the danger said to flow from the particular

utterance and then to balance the character of the evil, as well as its

likelihood,, against the need for free and unfettered expression. The

possibility that other measures will serve the State's interests should

also be weighed.

Id. at 842-43.

156427 U.S. at 562.

157See, e.g., Communist PartY-of Indiana v. Whitcomb, 414U.S. 441 (1974);

Bess v. Indiana, 414U.S. 105 (1973); Cohn v. California, 403 U.S. 151(1971).

158For a listing of such cases, see Barron & Dienes, note 11 supra,, at

30-31.

159376 U.S. at 279-80.

160Curtis Publishing Co. v. Butts, 388 U.S. 130 (1967).

161Rosenbloom v. Metromedia, Inc., 403 U.S. 29 (1971).

162Gertz v. Robert Welc nc. 18 U.S. 323, 332 (1974). The complexity

of the Gertz opinion and it impact o the law of, libel, of course, goes far

beyond the 'limited discussion here. S e e. .1 Collins -8c Drushal, The Reaction

of the State Courts to Gertz v. Robert Welch, Inc., 28 CASE W. RES. L. REV. 306

197;Ser & Trager, The Impact of Gertz on the Law of Libel in Illinois,

S. ILL. UNIV L.J. 73 (1979) 1

163
Id. _ 352. See also, HutchinsonyProxmirel'99 S.Ct. 2657, 2687-88

(.1979); Wolston w. Reader's1Digest Assn.1Inc., 99 $.0t. 2701, .2706-7 (1979);

Time, Inc. v. Firestone, 424 U.S. 448, 453(1976).

164The District Court had ruled that aloublic libel plaintiff is entitled

to a liberal interpretationlof the rule concerning pre-trial discovery. Herbert

v. Lando, 73 F.R.D. 387 (S.D.N.Y. 1977). On interlocutory appeal, the Second

Circuit, reversed, concluding that "If we.were td allow selective disclosure
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of how a journalist formulated his judgments on what to print. or not to print,
we would be condoning judicial review' of the_ editor's thought processes."
568 F.2d 974, 980 (2d Cir. 1977).

165999y S.Ct. 1635, 1645-46 (1979).

166Id. at 1646-47.

167Id. at 1650.

168Id. at 1651 (Brennan, J., dissenting in part).
1691d. at 1663-66 (Marshall, J., dissenting)

1701d. at 1661. Justice Stewart wrote:

What was not published has nothing to do with the case. And liability ulti-
mately depends upon the publisher's state of knowledge of the falsity of
what was published, not at all -upon his motivation in publishing it--not
at all, in other words, upon actual innl 1 ce as those words are ordinarily
understood.

;
''('For a candid review of this criticism, see text of address by Justide

Brennan, Newhouse Law Center in New York, delivered six months.after the deci-
sion, 5 Med. L. Rptr. 1841/ (Oct. 17', 1979). ,

172Go1dfluSs, Herbert v..Lando: No Cause for Alarm, 1 COMM. & THE LAW 68

(1979)
173For a discussion of this approach,. see McKay, note 10 supra, at 1217-22.

1714Thornhill v. Alabama, 310 U.S. at 99-102. See also, Erznoznik v. City
of Jacksonville) 422 U.S. 205, 210 (1975); Gooding v. Wilson, 405 U.S. 518, 525
(1972)1 Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. at 26.

175413 U.S. 15 (1973). ,One of the three prongs of the Miller Court's basic
guidelines 'for "the trier of fact" is "whether the work depictsor describes, in
a patently offensive way, sexual. conduct specifically defined by the applicable
state law." Id. at 24.

176Id. at 47 (Brennan J., , dissenting)

177See e. Bigelow.,v. Vieginia, 4-21 U.S. 809, 815-16 (1975); Gooding
Wilson, U. S. at 521=22; Dombrowski v. Pfister, 380 U. S . 479, 486 (1965) .
See also, McKay, note 10 supra, at 1217 -18.

178Bates v. State Bar of Arizona, 4-33 U.S 350, 380 (1977)

1791d. at 380. But the-Court, noting that overbreadth is "strong Medicine,"
declined to apply it to professional advertising, "a context where it is not
necessary to further its intended objective." Id: at 381..



180mc.Kay, note 10 supra, at 121 -20. See also, Collings, Unconstitutional

Uncertainty--An Appraisal, 40 CORNELt L.Q. 195 (1955).

181Justice Pxandeis, for example, _recognized the necessity. for higher
standards of procedural due process when "liberty of person and other constitu-

tional rights" are in question. St. Joseph Stock Yards Co, v. United States,

298 U.S. 38, 77. (1936) (Brandeis J., concurring). And Ju.§tice' Douglas has

noted that "it is not without si;g3ificance that most of the provisions of the

Bill of Rights are procedural." Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Comm. v. McGrath,

341 U.S. 123, 179 (1951) (Douglas, J., concurring) .

182436 U.S, 547 (1978) _

183Stanford Daily v. Zurcher, 353 F. Supp. 124, 135 (N.D. Cal. 1972).

181+550F.2d 464 (9th Cir. 1972).

1851+36 U.S., at 465.

1861d. at 567.

187See Newsroom-Search Decision Stirs State Actions 1 PRESSTIME 30

(Nov. 1974.
188They are s855 and HR3486, see CONGRESSIONAL QU.ARTERTY 2838 (Dec. 15,

1979).

14394 A.2d 330 (N.J. ;978), cert. denied, 439 U.S. 997 (1978).

19°394 A. 2d at 337.

191Id. at 338.

192Id. at 343 (Pashrcan, J. dissenting).

193593 F.2d 1030 (D.C. Cir. 1978), cert. denied, 440 U.S. 949 (1978).

191+Id. at 1051.

195Landau,. note 7 stima.

196Note, First .Amendment Interest Ealancin --Behind Rays? 33 UNIV. MIAMI

L. REV. 680 (1979 . Erskine said:

Let us consider, ray Lords that arbitrary power has seldom or never

been introduced into any country at once. It must be introduced by slow

degrees, and as if it were step by step, lest the people should pee its

approach. The barriers and fences of people',s liberty must be plucked

up one by one, and some 'plausible pretenses must be found for removing

or hoodwinking one after another, those, sentries who are posted by the

constitution of a free country for warning the p-e-op-lerof-their danger.

E. W ord, SPEEqa OF THOMAS LORD ERSKINE 336 (1870).
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197Pritchett, note 29 supra, at 312.

198For example, Judge ay I. Gurfein, U.S. Court of Appeals, Second Cir-

cuit, who as district judger fused to prohibit publication of the Pentagon

Papers, has noted that:

. . . It is a faith that life can be lived better if we do have a free

press. And surely, individual life can be lived better if we have free

speech. This requires faith, as well however that the newspaper publisher

is not only a businessman, but as the Savings Bank advertisements tell us,

he is also "People." As one of the people, he is expected to avoid` the

grossly unfair or the grossly distasteful. The newspaper ethic is a vari-

ation of noblesse oblige. The fourth estate should acknowledge its con-

temporary rank as the only order of nobility tolerated in a republic.

My theme is that the free press part of the First Amendment has,

become an article of faith like Americanism or motherhood. One does

not have to prove that Americanismis the best way of life or that

mothers are nice ladies.

Gurfein,- Law and the Press 51 N.Y.C. BAR J. 170, 172.


